


In 2005 Israel evacuated the Gaza settlements and 
destroyed 3 000 homes creating a million and a halfdestroyed 3,000 homes, creating a million and a half 

tons of toxic rubble. 









Our project begins where the previous failedOur project begins where the previous failed.



Decolonizing Architecture, deals with a fundamental 
question: 

how Israeli colonies and military bases the architecture ofhow Israeli colonies and military bases – the architecture of 
Israel’s colonization – could be reused, recycled or re-

inhabited by Palestinians, at the moment it is unplugged from 
the military/political power that charges itthe military/political power that charges it.



We are revisiting the term of decolonization in order to 
maintain a distance from the current political terms of a 

“solution” to the Palestinian conflict and its respective borders.



PROFANATIONPROFANATION



We suggest the decolonization as an act of profanation,
which speculates on the use of colonial architecture for 

purposes other than those they were designed to perform.



“To profane,” Giorgio Agamben writes “does not simply mean to 
abolish or cancel separations, but to learn to make new uses of 

them… 
…through the disactivating and making inoperative an old use.”  









Two project sites were chosen as two prototypes of decolonization: the colony of Psagot (still inhabited by 
colonists) 

and the former Israeli military base of Oush Grab, which was evacuated in 2006. 



The guiding principle is thus not to eliminate the power of the 
occupation’s built spaces, nor simply to reuse it in the way it 

was designed for, but rather to reorient its logic to other aims. 

We believe that if the geography of occupation is to be 
liberated, its potential must be turned against itself.



To profane the colonial order of space it is not enough to allow 
the transformation of control from one political system to another, 

(allow a change from an Israeli colony to a Palestinian gated(allow a change from an Israeli colony to a Palestinian gated 
community), but rather to neutralize its divisions and hierarchies 

and return it to common use. 





UNGROUNDINGUNGROUNDING



The surface of the suburb is marked by its various uses. It is 
inscribed extensively with the signs of the petty bourgeois 

lifestyle that maintains it: an excess of roads and parking lots, 
private gardens, fences, sidewalks and tropical plants.

The first ten centimetres of the urban ground surface embody 
most of its operational logic and also its ideology.



Urbanism of the first 15 centimeters

This surface is the primary site of our intervention. It is the logic of the surface that we 
seek to desactivate in order to dismantle the structures that define the internalseek to desactivate in order to dismantle the structures that define the internal 

organization of the suburb. Under the category of ‘ungrounding’ the manual suggests a 
radical transformation of the first 15cm of the ground.  



Ungrounding is achieved through the dismantling of the 
existent surface – roads, sidewalks, private gardens. 

Methods of ground transformation are based on accelerating 
the decay of existing surface elements. 



The pervasive system of roads will be eroded, removed or buried under new surface 
layers. 



The barriers and fences that demarcate the edges of the private lots of the single-family 
homes will be removed as the ground will be open for new uses’. 











Th i ti f th f fi fi d l tiThe reorganization of the surface configures a new figure-ground relation.



Paraphrasing Agamben we could say that a space without 
separations is not a space that abolished and lost all memory 

of difference of class or nationality but is a space that hasof difference of class or nationality, but is a space that has 
learned to desactivate its control devices so as to render new 

collective usage possible. 





DEPARCELIZATIONDEPARCELIZATION





City Engineer El-Bireh, November 2007

In our meeting with associations and individuals, we realize that a crucial aspect in 
a process of decolonization is concerned with land ownership. 



In our research we came across a map dated 1954 which shows land ownership on the 
site of Psagot. We superimposed the plan of these divisions onto the plan of the colony. 

The result is a superimposition of two land systems. One cutting into the other.  







The land division lines cut through the fabric of the settlement







A process of deparcelization creates a new zoning which 
restructures the colonial order establishing new relationshiprestructures the colonial order, establishing new relationship 

between the houses and their parcels. 





With the process  deparcelization we propose neither to 
simply abolish nor to re establish the original lines ofsimply abolish nor to re-establish the original lines of 

separation, 
but to allow one to disactivate the other.  





Each lots, having the status of either private or public property 
becomes an independent planning unit, pure means.



Cutout Public Plot no. 4

Cutout Public Plot no. 2

Cutout Public Plot no. 11

Cutout Public Plot no. 8





UNHOMING



We spatialize a set of different functions 
i t th titi d ti h ll f t d ttl t hinto the repetitive domestic shells of evacuated settlement homes. 







Cutout Public Plot no 2Cutout Public Plot no. 2













Cutout Public Plot no. 11









JERUSALEMJERUSALEM

Case study south: Oush-Grab military base

In May of 2006, the Israeli army evacuated a military camp strategically located on the 
highest hill at the southern entrance to the Palestinian city of Beit Sahour, in the Bethlehem 

region





The military base of Oush Grab (the crow’s nest) was built by 

the British Army in the 1930s to control ‘disorder’ in the area of Bethlehem.



The base was used by the Jordan Legion (1948-67) and

the Israeli army (1967-2006) for the very same purpose.



BETHLEHEM / BEIT 
SAHOUR

Oush-Grab military baseOus G ab ta y base



Throughout the second intifada the Israeli army used the base as a headquarter for 
incursions into Bethlehem and other towns and villages. 

195 homes were damaged by gunfire from the camp. 





In April 2006 the Israeli army abandoned the base for tactical reasons. 

And the Palestinians gained access to it… 



















15 10 07: Palestinians and International inaugurated a park in Oush Grab15.10.07: Palestinians and International inaugurated a park in Oush Grab





using abandoned military infrastructureusing abandoned military infrastructure 





15 05 08: Nakba Day settlers arrive at the hilltop for the first time15.05.08: Nakba Day, settlers arrive at the hilltop for the first time





18 05 08: Activists confront the settlers on site18.05.08: Activists confront the settlers on site









A few days later activists starts inhabiting the siteA few days later activists starts inhabiting the site









30 05 08: Settlers return to the hilltop30.05.08: Settlers return to the hilltop





The Israeli army prohibits Palestinians and Internationals from entering the former baseThe Israeli army prohibits Palestinians and Internationals from entering the former base.





a revolving door occupancy between activists and settlers beginsa revolving door occupancy between activists and settlers begins





The ‘battle for the hilltop’ is exemplified by competing grafittiThe battle for the hilltop  is exemplified by competing grafitti

















and architectural transformationsand architectural transformations









26.07.08: Louisa Morgantini, Vice-President of the European Parliament, 

visits Oush Grab and our office







A proposal was developed together with local NGO’s – the Palestine Wildlife Society, 
Women Shelter Save the Children Alternative Tourism Group Alternative InformationWomen Shelter, Save the Children, Alternative Tourism Group, Alternative Information 

Centre – but also with local authorities, the university of Birzeit, and with residents. 





As the earth rampart around the buildings is gradually transformed,

the buildings seem to inhabit the mouth of a volcano. 













Every spring and autumn thousands of migrating birds stop by the hilltop

on their way to Europe/Africa 
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